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Rally reality?
We’re coming up to the mid-point of 2016 (can you believe it?) and we’ve seen one rally following a
low on the ASX 200 on February 10. So the question is: can we expect at least one more this year? In
today’s note, I look at what the experts are saying, and what could hinder a rally too.
Also in today’s Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard reviews Westpac’s new hybrid, Capital Notes 4,
while James Dunn takes a look at the Big Five stocks in the utilities sector.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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How believable is another good market rally this
year?
by Peter Switzer
Earlier this year, when stock markets were selling off,
I was surprised how many fund managers wanted to
say that they expected a market rebound later in the
year. It was like fund managers got together and
agreed to agree on what was going to happen! (It’s
not true but it seems that way when they all hold
similar views.)
My question is: could there really be another good
rally this year like the one we saw from February 10?
The day before, the S&P/ASX 200 index hit a low of
4826.9, which means we’re up 10.7%, to be precise.
On May 11, we got to 5425.2 but then the
profit-takers couldn’t help themselves. That was high
enough on fair value terms, which takes in
companies’ profitability, interest rates, etc., and so
they pocketed profit, which is quite rational. However,
I’ve loved that the smarties haven’t had sufficient
reason to take the market down further. The relative
strength of iron ore and oil prices, along with
better-than-expected economic data in the US, has
put a nice floor under the stock market. However, the
question remains: can we get off the floor and go
higher?
Last week on my TV show, hedge fund manager,
Marcel Von Pfyffer of Arminius Capital, admitted he’s
taking profit right now but he also thinks another
market surge lies ahead.
Ari Wald, a technical expert at Oppenheimer Holdings
Inc. in New York, is putting his money on a second
half rally, he told CNBC.

Source: CNBC
The chart above shows that corporate credit spreads
are on the rise, which Wald sees as a positive signs
for a future rally.
Meanwhile, a topping pattern has persisted with the
key S&P 500 index, which makes him think a
breakout is in the offing.
He also liked the breadth of the last US rally, with so
many stocks participating in the spike upwards. He
believes this is another good omen for a breakout
higher.
In recent times, both of my charts guys — Lance Lai of
Accountancy Invest and Gary Stone of Share Wealth
Systems — had technical analysis pointing to positive
outlooks for stocks. I like it when technical analysis
supports fundamental analysis. That said, the threat
of an interest rate rise could be a trigger for a
short-term sell off, with the likes of Marcel taking profit
now and obviously suspicious about how the stock
market might react to a June rate rise in the US from
the Fed.
But that’s the short term. I play a longer game and
provided that the economic stories can keep raising
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optimism along with something important called profit,
then I think our technical types will be on the money.
For us here in Australia, the growth prospects remain
pretty good and I have argued that the Government’s
2.5% is too negative but this is still a good growth rate
on a world comparison basis. And importantly, the
dollar is 72.27 US cents and that’s also good for
growth and so is a cash rate of 1.75%, which is
expected to end up at least at 1.5%.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Macquarie thinks it could go to 1% and the stock
market will see 5700 this year!
Lately, we’ve seen the US produce more positive
economic data. Last week, it was Japan, which came
out with a better-than-expected growth story — up
1.7% annualized — against a Reuters poll that tipped
0.2%!
To believe in a second-half rally, you have to simply
remember May 2015 and where the stock market got
to then. Let me remind you:

Yep, we nearly hit 6000 on the S&P/ASX 200 index
but then the view on the world economy went south
and so did stock prices.
Clearly, we need the views on economies and
companies to head ‘north’. If they can, then this
rally, seen in the entrails of these technical experts’
work, might set us up for a great finish to the year.
What could stop this happening? Try a Brexit, a
surprisingly negative China story or Donald Trump
becoming the 45th President of the USA!
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The Big Five – Australia’s utilities companies
by James Dunn
With interest rates and bond yields grinding
ever-lower to record levels, and share market
turbulence an ever-present threat, it is no surprise
that the defensive sectors of the share market –
A-REITs, infrastructure and utilities – have proven a
popular haven.
The need for such a haven doesn’t look likely to
recede any time soon.
Australia’s big five utilities – AGL Energy, APA
Group, AusNet Services, Spark Infrastructure and
DUET Group – have been viewed as a relatively safe
source of strong yields, and indeed each has
outperformed the stock market by a significant margin
during the low-interest-rate period. But as always with
the bleeding obvious on the share market, there is the
risk of valuations becoming over-stretched. And there
is always the factor of company-specific issues to be
considered.
Here is the tale of the tape on the Big Five.
AGL Energy (AGL, $18.69)
Market capitalisation: $12.6 billion
FY16 consensus estimate dividend yield: 3.7%
FY17 consensus estimate dividend yield: 4.2%
Dividend franking: 100%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $19.57
Difference to current price: +4.7%

a return of more than 30%.
AGL’s main energy assets continue to be coal-fired
power stations, which produce about 12% of the
electricity needed by consumers in eastern Australia.
AGL’s Loy Yang power station supplies about 30%
of Victoria’s power requirements. AGL also operates
hydro-electric power stations in Victoria and New
South Wales, as well as seven wind farms spread
across South Australia and Victoria.
Last year, AGL committed to ending its use of fossil
fuels for power generation by 2050. The company is
currently building Australia’s largest utility-scale solar
projects, in regional New South Wales.
AGL is considered to have a very strong business,
with more than 3.7 million customer accounts. It has
significant crossover: more than 84% of its household
electricity customers are also connected to AGL gas.
Analysts expect AGL to grow its earnings solidly in
FY16 and FY17, with dividend growth of 7% and 14%
respectively projected by the analysts’ consensus.
The dividend yields are lower than some of the other
utility stocks, but they are fully franked, and on gross
terms are close to the market’s average gross yield
of 5.5% (FY16) and 5.9% (FY17). Importantly, the
analysts’ consensus target price estimate implies
that AGL is not yet fully valued, with capital growth
upside of close to 5%, and a largely
neutral-to-positive rating from brokers.

AGL Energy is the nation’s biggest electricity and
gas “gentailer” – generator and retailer – with a
generation portfolio that includes coal, natural gas,
wind power and hydro-electricity sources, having
exited the coal seam gas business last year. The
stock has generated total return (capital growth plus
dividends) of close to 11% a year over the last five
years, and really got cracking over the last year, with
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 23 May 2016
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APA Group (APA, $8.98)
Market capitalisation: $10 billion
FY16 consensus estimate dividend yield: 4.7%
FY17 consensus estimate dividend yield: 5.0%
Dividend franking: nil
Analysts’ consensus price target: $9.38
Difference to current price: +4.5%

APA Group is Australia’s biggest gas pipeline
operator, with 14,100 kilometres of high-pressure gas
transmission pipelines across mainland Australia,
transporting more than half of the country’s natural
gas supply. About 75% of APA’s revenue comes
from unregulated assets, with the balance from the
regulated arena. But its average contract length is
close to 10 years.
APA Group has a highly defensive earnings stream
and a dividend yield in the region of 4.7%–5%.
However, this is unfranked and thus falls short of the
market’s average gross yield. APA has also been a
strong performer over the last five years, generating
total return of 24.5% a year, but has done it a bit
tougher in more recent times, with just 4.7% growth
over the last 12 months.
APA is on the acquisition trail. In March, it bought its
former parent AGL out of the Diamantina Power
Station in Mt Isa: about three-quarters of
Diamantina’s capacity is contracted to Mount Isa
Mines (owned by Glencore), which operates several
mines, concentrators and smelters in the region. APA
is also in the process of taking over the Ethane
Pipeline Income Fund (EPX), which it manages: EPX
owns the ethane pipeline that runs from Moomba in
central Australia to Sydney, where it supplies the
Botany plastics plant owned by Chinese-controlled
Qenos.
In addition, APA Group and AGL Energy on a
joint-bid for Australia’s fourth largest energy
generator and utilities company Alinta Energy. If this
succeeds, APA would take Alinta’s gas pipeline
interests and power plants, such as those in the
Pilbara that provide electricity to mining customers.
This would provide growth for APA, but would
increase the business risk.
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Analysts are mostly positive on APA Group, with the
consensus seeing scope for distribution growth of
10.3% this year and 7.6% in FY17. The analysts’
consensus also sees a bit of room for the APA share
price to move higher.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 23 May 2016
AusNet Services (AST, $1.57)
Market capitalisation: $5.55 billion
FY16 consensus estimate dividend yield: N/A
FY17 consensus estimate dividend yield: 5.6%
Dividend franking: 100%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $1.57
Difference to current price: nil
Formerly known as SP AusNet, AST is a regulated
utility that owns generation, transmission, distribution,
metering and retail operations in both gas and
electricity. The company is 51%-owned by
cornerstone shareholders Singapore Power and
China’s State Grid Corporation. AusNet has
generated total return of 20% a year in total return
over the past five years, with a 16.2% return for
shareholders over the last 12 months.
AusNet’s major assets are three regulated energy
networks in Victoria: the state’s main high-voltage
electricity transmission network; an electricity
distribution network; and a gas distribution network.
With revenue being almost 90% regulated, it is
relatively predictable, but there is the risk involved in
regulatory resets.
With its financial year ending in March, AusNet
recently reported a 4.6% rise in revenue for FY16, to
$1.92 billion, and an underlying profit rise of 20%, to
$326.2 million. Total dividend rose by 2%, from 8.36
cents in FY15 to 8.53 cents, which disappointed
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analysts.
AusNet wanted to grow by expansion, but a proposed
bid for New South Wales grid owner TransGrid was
effectively vetoed by its majority owners last year,
when they blocked the equity raising to pay for it.
Analysts see little growth on the horizon and they
expect the FY17 dividend to be lower – giving little
reason for the share price to rise. However, with full
franking expected in FY17, AusNet Services should
offer a gross yield of about 7.9%, which is not without
its attractions in the current environment.

DUET’s portfolio of regulated utility and energy
assets gives off stable and predictable cash flows.
The company does have a growth angle, in that it
recently announced that it would raise up to $230
million to buy out its partner in DBP (Alcoa of
Australia) to move to full ownership. Gaining full
control of the pipeline and its cash flows will lift both
earnings and distributions: from a payout of 17.5
cents in FY15, analysts expect 18 cents this year and
18.6 cents in FY17. There is no franking, but the high
yields thus engendered stand well above the
market’s average gross yields. However, analysts’
consensus sees DUET Group as fully priced.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 23 May 2016
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 23 May 2016
DUET Group (DUE, $2.33)
Spark Infrastructure (SKI, $2.19)
Market capitalisation: $5.62 billion
FY16 consensus estimate dividend yield: 7.7%
FY17 consensus estimate dividend yield: 8.0%
Dividend franking: nil
Analysts’ consensus price target: $2.31
Difference to current price: –0.1%
Gas and power grid owner DUET Group has earned
security holders a total return of 16.6% a year over
the last five years, but has struggled recently,
generating just 5.2% in the last 12 months.
DUET is a diversified energy infrastructure investor,
with a portfolio comprising majority stakes in three
solid Australian regulated assets: the Dampier to
Bunbury Pipeline (DBP), which is the nation’s
longest gas pipeline; Victorian electricity distributor
United Energy; and Victorian gas distributor Multinet
Gas. Multinet and United Energy are regulated
utilities, while the DBP mainly operates under
contracts. Last year, DUET took over ASX-listed
landfill gas and clean energy provider Energy
Developments for $1.4 billion.
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Market capitalisation: $3.67 billion
FY16 consensus estimate dividend yield: 6.0%
FY17 consensus estimate dividend yield: 6.2%
Dividend franking: nil
Analysts’ consensus price target: $2.16
Difference to current price: –1.4%
Specialist infrastructure fund Spark Infrastructure has
been an excellent market performer, showing total
return of 20.7% a year over the last five years, and a
stellar 21.7% in the last 12 months.
Spark is a specialist investor in regulated Australian
utility infrastructure. It owns 49% stakes in three
electricity distribution networks: SA Power Networks
(SAPN), the sole operator of South Australia’s
electricity distribution network; CitiPower, which
operates the distribution network that supplies
electricity to Melbourne’s CBD and inner suburbs;
and Powercor, the largest electricity distributor in
Victoria, serving central and western Victoria and the
western suburbs of Melbourne. Spark also emerged
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from the privatisation of the NSW-based TransGrid,
with a 15.01% stake in the largest high-voltage
electricity transmission network in the National
Electricity Market (NEM). Spark also owns 10.6% of
DUET Group.
Spark is coming out of regulatory reset periods in
Victoria and South Australia and looks to have a
dependable distribution outlook. Following a 12 cent
distribution in FY15, analysts expect 13.1 cents this
year and 13.6 cents in FY17, enough to justify
prospective yields of 6% and 6.2% respectively, at
the current share price.
However, investors should be aware that there is
trouble in the camp at Spark, caused mainly by the
TransGrid acquisition and its $735 million price-tag.
The company narrowly escaped a so-called “first
strike” shareholder rebellion over its remuneration
report last year, and earlier this month shareholders
voted 34.4% against adoption of the 2015
remuneration report, well above the 25% first-strike
threshold. Activist shareholders had sought election
to Spark’s board at the meeting, after campaigning
against the company’s pay structures, debt levels
and direction, but their bids failed. On top of this layer
of uncertainty, analysts on consensus do not see any
room for the share price to move higher – although it
should be pointed out that Macquarie and Credit
Suisse are bullish, seeing potential price appreciation
of 12% and 7% respectively.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 23 May 2016
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Westpac’s new hybrid will be keenly sought!
by Paul Rickard
After a horror start to the year, the hybrid securities
market has settled and secondary market yields have
come down (prices have risen). A well-managed
issue by the Commonwealth Bank of PERLS VIII,
improving bank ordinary share prices and, as a
corollary, lower yields, and finally, a cut in the cash
rate by the RBA have been the main drivers in
boosting investor sentiment.
The hybrid securities market is somewhat unique in
that it largely comprises retail investors and
opportunistic issuers, usually banks. Accordingly,
demand can be very fickle, and supply is lumpy. The
second major issuer to test the market this year is
Westpac, which has announced an issue of Capital
Notes 4.
Priced at a margin of 4.9% over the 90-day bank bill
rate, this issue will be well sought. It compares
favourably to the secondary market trading margins
of the major hybrid issues that have similar call dates
and issue margins such as CBAPE (see table below).
It is also towards the higher end of the range of hybrid
security issue margins that have come to the market
over the last decade.

Detailed below is a description of the Notes, including
the conversion terms and key dates.
Westpac Capital Notes 4
Westpac Capital Notes 4 will pay a quarterly
distribution, which is set at a fixed margin of between
4.90% and 5.10% over the 90-day bank bill rate, and
then adjusted for the company tax rate (to take into
account the franking credit benefits). The final margin
will be set in an institutional bookbuild on
Wednesday.
With the 90-day bank bill rate around 2.00%, this
implies a gross distribution rate of 6.90% pa for the
first 3 months (2.00% plus 4.90%). The actual
distribution in cash, which is fully franked, would then
be 4.83% (6.90 x 0.70 = 4.83%).
Distributions are discretionary and subject to
distribution payment conditions. If a distribution is not
paid, it doesn’t accrue and won’t subsequently be
paid. To protect holders from this discretion being
mis-applied, if a distribution is not paid, Westpac is
then restricted from paying a dividend on its ordinary
shares.
Conversion into Westpac Shares or Early
Repayment

Provided Westpac doesn’t seek to flood the market
with supply (i.e. leaves some demand in the initial
offer unfilled), then the post issue secondary market
should see these Notes trade initially at par or even a
small premium.
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These Notes are perpetual and have no term.
However, Westpac must (subject to a test) convert
the Notes into ordinary shares on 20 December 2023
(in about 7.5 years). If conversion occurs, holders are
issued $101.01 of Westpac ordinary shares for every
Note of $100 face value (which effectively means that
they are issued Westpac shares at a 1% discount to
the then weighted average market price).
The test for the exchange is the price of Westpac
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Details of the issue are as follows:
ordinary shares at the time – provided they are higher
than approximately $16.80, conversion occurs –
otherwise, it is retested on the next and subsequent
distribution date(s) until the test is met.
To qualify as regulatory capital for Westpac, there are
two further mandatory conversion events – a ‘capital
trigger event’ and a ‘non-viability trigger event’.
Under these tests, the Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority (APRA) can require Westpac to
immediately convert Westpac Capital Notes 4 into
ordinary shares, if Westpac’s Common Equity Tier 1
Capital Ratio falls below 5.125% (the ratio was 10.5%
as at 31/3/16), or if it believes Westpac needs an
injection of capital to remain viable.
In these distressed circumstances, conversion would
most likely result in a holder receiving considerably
less than $100 of Westpac ordinary shares, as there
is a cap on the maximum number of ordinary shares
that can be issued.
Westpac also has an option to redeem the Notes in
approximately 5.5 years’ time on 20 December 2021.
It can redeem or transfer the Notes by paying holders
$100 per Note.
How to invest
The offer is due to open on Thursday. A number of
brokers can offer stock forms and are taking
expressions of interest now. Brokers involved include
Westpac Online Broking, CommSec, Macquarie,
Shaw, JB Were, Bell Potter, UBS, Morgan Stanley
and Morgans.
Westpac ordinary shareholders and Capital Note
holders can also access stock directly from Westpac
through a Securityholder offer (click here).
And if you are investing via a broker or financial
planner, most are receiving a placement fee of 1%
and in some cases, will be willing to share some or all
of this with potential investors.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
In the not-so-good books
The good books
METCASH LIMITED (MTS) Upgrade to Outperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 3/2/2.
Credit Suisse speculates that if Metcash buys Home
Timber & Hardware and integrates it with Mitre 10,
and then divests the business, it would generate
$500m in surplus cash and provide the basis for a
return of capital.
A divestment would leave a more narrowly-focused
business and, potentially, lower costs for the food and
liquor operation.
Credit Suisse maintains that Metcash is moderately
under priced on an ‘as is’ basis and significantly
under priced if it can acquire Home Timber,
acknowledging there is always the possibility of a
competing bid or ACCC objections.

JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES N.V. (JHX)
Downgrade to Sell from Neutral by Citi B/H/S:
3/3/1.
Citi analysts are not in synch with the generally
optimistic mood post the company’s full year
financials.
The analysts welcome the share buyback, and
anticipate more of the same in 2017, but they also
think US competition is heating up.
In light of their own projections, Citi analysts find
James Hardie shares are too expensively priced.
Hence why they downgrade to Sell from Neutral.
Price target $18.60.

The broker upgrades to Outperform from Neutral
rating and raises the target to $2.25 from $1.49.
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Earnings Forecasts

Important: This content has been prepared without
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appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Super Stock Selectors – Origin, NAB and
Woolworths
by Staff Reporter
This week, one of the big banks and an energy giant
feature in our experts’ stable of picks, while
healthcare and an embattled supermarket features in
their dislikes list.
For the second week in a row, Morgans’ managing
partner, Raymond Chan, nominated Origin Energy as
his pick after a 5% weekly gain. He remains positive
on how its Australia Pacific LNG Project is ramping
up, and says its balance sheet looks OK after last
year’s capital raising.
To Chan, stocks Ramsay and Sonic Healthcare look
too expensive, with their Friday closing prices at
$71.25 and $21.65 respectively.
Evan Lucas of IG markets remains upbeat on the
“switch trade” he has witnessed over the last few
weeks. That is, the shift from Westpac Bank to the
National Australia Bank.
“So far, NAB is up 6.5% versus WBC’s 2.1% move
month-to-date. It is down to yield, thanks to the shift
from the RBA. However, NAB’s cleaner CET
(Common Equity Tier) position at this point in the
cycle is likely to give it just that little bit more room to
move up on its rival before the next reporting season,
and possible changes to reporting of BDD (Bad and
Doubtful Debts)”.
“I do see the momentum in the banking space
running out of steam in the next few weeks, but
believe that until that trigger point, remaining positive
on NAB will be advantageous,” Lucas says.
Michael McCarthy of CMC Markets likes James
Hardie after its good report last week revealed a solid
10% underlying profit growth.

McCarthy says these profits, coupled with US
earnings that look better at lower Australian dollar
levels, a US $100 million buyback, and a technical
break to all-time highs, could mean James Hardie
continues on its winning streak.
McCarthy still doesn’t like supermarket giant
Woolworths, with “no sign yet that the new
management group is getting traction.”
“Sales results across WOW’s segments suggest [the
company] is either missing out on a sector upswing,
or is being eaten alive by its competitors,” he says.
Consumer discretionary stocks are in the good and
bad books for Lincoln Indicators Elio D’Amato.
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D’Amato likes the satisfactory financial health of
Aristocrat Leisure, and says its position as a global
developer for social gaming is a natural one that
“completely opens up their market potential” with
little restrictions at this stage.
Tabcorp is the consumer discretionary stock out of
favour with D’Amato, with “substantial increasing
competitive pressures” in the domestic online gaming
market.
“Participating in a highly regulated industry,
regulatory risks remain with the Federal
Government’s review into illegal offshore wagering
continuing,’’ D’Amato says.
Our resident chartist Gary Stone has also nominated
Tabcorp for his dislikes list.
Stone is optimistic on Carsales.com, as the share
price has broken out to new all-time highs “after a 20
month consolidation.’’ Carsales.com shares closed
on Friday at $12.72.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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What would another RBA cut mean for the
market?
by George Boubouras
At its latest policy meeting, the RBA cut the official
cash rate by 25 basis points to a new record low of
1.75%.

by the introduction of the NBN) and apparel (global
brand competition). Despite the obvious benefits to
consumers, this extra competition puts downward
pressure on prices.

So what are the implications for the equity market?
Unlike most RBA rate cuts over the past two
decades, this one was not due to weak demand but
rather much weaker than expected inflation.
Indeed, the latest estimate of growth was a healthy
3.0% and the latest labour market report showed the
unemployment rate continues to trend lower.
Rather, what spooked the RBA this time was a big
downward surprise to inflation. The latest reading
from the ABS confirmed that headline inflation has
now missed the 2-3% target band for six consecutive
quarters – the longest period below the target since
the late 1990’s.
Critically for the outlook, the RBA does not expect
inflation to recover any time soon. In fact, the bank is
now forecasting underlying inflation to be below, or at
the very bottom of, its target band until at least
mid-2018. Stepping back, it is clear that the
phenomenon of disinflation is not just a local one.
Policymakers in Europe and Japan have been
dealing with it since the GFC and the Fed has battled
hard to avoid a similar fate in the US.
Given Australia is a small open economy — that no
longer has the mining boom to support it — it is not
surprising that these disinflationary forces have finally
reached our shores. In addition to these global forces,
Australia is also experiencing some bottom-up drivers
of disinflation.

Given the weak outlook for inflation and the lack of
any wages pressure in the economy, it is very likely
the RBA will need to cut interest rates again.
Potentially, more than once. So what does this mean
for the performance of the equity market?
Lower rates are generally good for the equity market
as they support earnings and valuations. Companies
with foreign earnings will benefit via a lower
Australian dollar and the more cyclical construction
and retail sectors will also be supported.
Lower rates should extend the hunt-for-yield trade as
investors seek alternative sources of income in this
low interest rate environment.
High yielding sectors such as REITs, utilities and
some infrastructure should benefit the most.
However, the impact on banks is not universally
positive, as the benefits from increased demand will
be partly offset by some margin compression as rates
fall to such low levels. The bottom line is that reliable
dividends (and the franking credits) will be in very
high demand for investors.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

More recently we’ve seen increased competition in
industries such as supermarkets (Aldi), telcos (driven
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